
ADORAMA STRIVES TO CRAFT A CUSTOMER-CENTRIC 
EXPERIENCE AT EVERY TOUCHPOINT

With big kids like Amazon on the block, acquisition of 
new customers has become increasingly challenging as 
more consumers move their product searches straight 
to Amazon. Adorama, a large online electronics retailer 
in the United States, is combating this challenge head-
on by putting customer experience at the center of 
everything they do. 

For Adorama’s marketing team, becoming customer-
centric means delivering the right products and the right 
information at the right time to each and every customer. 
Yet, they realized a key ingredient was missing from the 
personalization formula: the message. One-size-fits-
all subject lines were getting lost in the inbox, leading 
to less opens and fewer opportunities to connect with 
customers.

INTRODUCTION

ACQUISITION IN A HIGHLY 
COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT

Adorama’s team turned to Persado, a marketing AI 
technology that generates language for any channel 
tailored to any audience and brand. 

“We use Persado to create a personalized, emotional 
connection in every inbox with almost every email we 
send,” says Lev Peker, the Chief Marketing Officer 
at Adorama. Not only does Persado help their team 
understand what language resonates with particular 
audiences. Persado has also helped their team maximize 
email open and click-through-rates, impacting both 
acquisition and retention efforts.

WHY PERSADO

Adorama Broke Performance 
and Creative Barriers

CHALLENGES

PERSONALIZING THE CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE AT SCALE

DECIPHERING DATA INTO 
MEANINGFUL INSIGHTS

www.persado.com hello@persado.com
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HOW ADORAMA BOOSTED ENGAGEMENT 
RATES WITH THEIR EMAILS 163%

INCREMENTAL OPENS
PER EXPERIMENT

20,532

AVG LIFT IN CTR ACROSS 28 
EXPERIMENTS

+53%

INCREMENTAL REVENUE PER 
EXPERIMENT

$42,571

SUBJECT LINES ACROSS 28 
CAMPAIGNS TO DATE

247



"We need to be creative in our marketing, creative in our subject lines, creative in our design," noted Isaac Hyman. "Using 
Persado has really helped us marry that creativity from the very first touchpoint, allowing us to build out even more 
capabilities as we empower the creativity of our customers."

Persado is now an integral part of their personalization and testing strategies. Adorama has begun to expand Persado-
optimized language into their Facebook channel to stimulate acquisition efforts and optimize the customer experience 
beyond email. 

POWERFUL RESULTSEMAIL: CART ABANDONMENT
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AI IN ACTION

TO INFINITY... AND BEYOND (EMAIL)!

      In an often disconnected digital world, we wanted to stand out and create a personal human connection. Persado 

was the tool that enabled us to empower that personal connection—an emotional connection to people who are more 

than just an email address.

Isaac Hyman  |  Senior Manager of Email Marketing & Retention

GET IN TOUCH

RESULTS

YOU LEFT DEALS IN YOUR CART!

CONTROL
TOP EMOTION: GUILT

83%

Open Uplift
163%

CTR Uplift

PERSADO

TOP EMOTION: INTIMACY

COME BACK TO US! <PRODUCT NAME> IS IN YOUR CART.

Email Subject Line
CHANNEL

5.97% CTR

15.69% CTR

       PERSADO INSIGHTS

+

+

+

CONTROL

34.84% Open 
Rate

PERSADO

5.97% Click-Through 
Rate

63.82% Open
Rate 15.69% Click-Through 

Rate

PERSONALIZATION : Personalization was a powerful driver of 
engagement. Across three cart abandonment touchpoints, subject lines 
containing product personalization powered higher engagement than 
subject lines without.

EMOTION : One element Persado explores with every test is Emotion. 

Out of 15 emotions, Adorama found that Intimacy performed best for 
touchpoint 1. Urgency (“You nearly missed this”) won for touchpoint 2 
and Luck (“You lucked out with this”) powered the most engagement for 
touchpoint 3.

SYMBOLS : Across all experiments, Persado found that symbols lift CTR 
on average by 10%. Their top performing symbols are                   . 

Persado revolutionizes the way marketing content is created by applying data and 
machine learning, not guesswork, to produce jaw-dropping results. 

Persado delivers content to the world’s leading brands, helping marketers drive 
meaningful results and build stronger customer relationships.

REQUEST A DEMO
hello@persado.com

GAIN INSIGHTS
www.persado.com/insights

FOLLOW US
linkedin.com/company/persado


